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Abstract. This paper presents results from recent experiments with
Chill, a corpus-based parser acquisition system. Chill treats language

acquisition as the learning of search-control rules within a logic program.
Unlike many current corpus-based approaches that use statistical learning algorithms, Chill uses techniques from inductive logic programming
(ILP) to learn relational representations. Chill is a very exible system
and has been used to learn parsers that produce syntactic parse trees,
case-role analyses, and executable database queries. The reported experiments compare Chill's performance to that of a more naive application
of ILP to parser acquisition. The results show that ILP techniques, as
employed in Chill, are a viable alternative to statistical methods and
that the control-rule framework is fundamental to Chill's success.

1 Introduction
Empirical or corpus-based methods for constructing natural language systems has
been an area of growing research interest in the last several years. The empirical
approach replaces hand-generated rules with models obtained automatically by
training over language corpora. Corpus-based methods may be used to augment
the knowledge of a traditional parser, for example by acquiring new case-frames
for verbs [13] or acquiring models to resolve lexical or attachment ambiguities
[11, 8]. More radical approaches attempt to replace the hand-crafted components
altogether, constructing complete parsers directly from suitable corpora. Recent
approaches to constructing robust parsers from corpora primarily use statistical
and probabilistic methods such as stochastic grammars [4, 23, 7] or transition
networks [17]. These methods eschew traditional, symbolic parsing in favor of
statistical and probabilistic methods. Although several current methods learn
some symbolic structures such as decision trees [3, 12] and transformations [6],
statistical methods dominate.
A common thread in all of these approaches is that the acquired knowledge
is represented in a propositional form (perhaps with associated probabilities).
This means for example, a decision about how to label a node in a parse tree is
made by considering a xed set of properties (e.g., syntactic category) about a

xed context of surrounding nodes (e.g., parent and immediate left sibling). The
exact conditions of the rule(s) are determined by the acquisition algorithm but
the context over which the rules are formed, and the exact properties which may
be tested are determined a priori by the designer of the acquisition system. In
machine learning, such approaches are often called feature-vector representations,
as each decision context can be speci ed by a nite vector of atomic values
associated with the various features of interest.
In contrast, the Chill system [28, 30, 27] uses a framework for learning with
structured representations. Relational representations have long been a tool of
traditional NLP. Virtually all of this work has utilized hand-crafted grammars as
suitable methods for automating the construction of relational knowledge bases
had not yet been developed. Now, however, a growing sub eld of machine learning research called Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) addresses the problem of
learning rst-order logic descriptions (Prolog programs). Due to the expressiveness of rst-order logic, ILP methods can learn relational and recursive concepts
that cannot be represented in the featural languages assumed by most machinelearning algorithms. ILP methods have successfully induced small programs for
sorting and list manipulation [24] as well as produced encouraging results on
important applications such as predicting protein secondary structure [21]. Our
research seeks to apply ILP methods to NLP in a e ort to bridge the gap between
traditional NLP and empirical approaches.
A major advantage using ILP techniques is the resulting exibility. Given the
power of rst-order rules, there is less need to hand-engineer appropriate features
and contexts over which the system learns. The induction algorithm can automatically extract the relevant portions of structured contexts and construct new
predicates to represent novel syntactic and/or semantic word and phrase categories that are necessary to perform accurate parsing. Furthermore, the combination
of traditional and empirical approaches allows the insights of traditional parsing
to provide structure or bias to the learning component. Stronger biases potentially allow better results from smaller training corpora. Finally, the approach
is easily adapted to learn parsers for various types of analyses. Chill has been
used to learn parsers that produce syntactic parse trees, case-role analyses, and
actual executable database queries.
This paper considers two methods of applying ILP to the problem of corpusbased parser construction. We present a naive approach based on the direct induction of logic programs to perform parsing, and a more sophisticated system,
Chill, which applies ILP within the context of a xed parsing framework. Experimental results demonstrate that the bias provided by the parsing framework
signi cantly improves the accuracy of the resulting parsers.

2 Using ILP for Parser Construction
2.1 Introduction to ILP

ILP research considers the problem of inducing a rst-order, de nite-clause logic
program from a set of examples and given background knowledge[10, 22]. As

such, it stands at the intersection of the traditional elds of machine learning
and logic programming.
As an example ILP task, consider learning the concept of list membership.
The input to the learning system consists of a number of positive and negative instances of the predicate, member/2.3 Some positive instances might be:
member(1, [1,2]), member(2, [1,2]), member(1,[3,1]). Instances such as
member(1,[]), member(2,[1,3]), would serve as negative examples. Additional information is provided in the form background relations in terms of which
the desired concept is to be learned. In the case of list membership, this information might include a de nition of the concept, components/3 which decomposes a list into its component head and tail. This type of \constructor"
predicate is typically used as many ILP systems learn function-free clauses; using components/3 eliminates the need for list constructions (e.g. [X Y]) within
learned clauses. Given this input, an ILP system attempts to construct a concept
de nition which entails the positive training examples, but not the negatives. In
this case, we hope to learn the correct de nition of member, namely:
j

member(X, List) :- components(List, X, Tail).
member(X, List) :- components(List, Head, Tail), member(X, Tail).

2.2 \Naive" Parser Construction
A straight-forward application of ILP to parser construction would be to simply
present a corpus of sentences paired with representations as a set of positive
examples to an ILP system. For example, we might try to learn a de nition of the
concept parse(Sentence,Rep). The induced logic program, might then be used
to prove goals having the second argument uninstantiated, e ectively producing
parses of sentences provided as input. There are a number of diculties with
this approach.
First, it is not clear what the other inputs to the ILP system should be. We do
not have a convenient set of negative examples or a good theory of what the background relations should be. Both of these are critical to the success of current ILP
algorithms. Clearly, it is intractable to generate all possible sentences paired with
incorrect analyses as a set of negative examples. Even selecting a manageable{
sized random subset of these negative examples is unlikely to be sucient, as
such a sample is unlikely to include the many \near-miss" examples which are
crucial to learning good generalizations. Rather than attempting to generate a set
of explicit negative examples, we have developed a technique of quantifying implicit negative examples that e ectively overcomes this diculty [31]. The problem
of providing appropriate background knowledge has been largely unexplored; in
our experiments, we relied on the ability of the ILP algorithm to invent suitable
background relations.
3
We use the standard notation hnamei/hnumberi to indicate the name and arity
(number of arguments) for a predicate.

Even given these other inputs, it seems unlikely that an uninformed ILP
system could produce a program which generalizes well to new inputs. The space
of logic programs is too large, and the learning problem too unconstrained to
hope that the results would be useful. In short, the \inductive leap" is simply too
great. Evaluating the success of the naive approach is, ultimately, an empirical
question. In this paper we compare the naive technique with a more sophisticated
alternative, namely Chill, which addresses these issues by considering language
acquisition as a control-rule learning problem.

2.3 Acquisition as Control Rule Learning

Rather than using ILP techniques to directly learn a logic grammar, Chill begins
with a well-de ned parsing framework and uses ILP to learn control strategies
within this framework. Treating language acquisition as a control-rule learning
problem is not in itself a new idea. Berwick [1] used this approach to learn rules
for a Marcus-style deterministic parser. When the system came to a parsing
impasse, a new rule was created by inferring the correct parsing action and
creating a new rule using certain properties of the current parser state as trigger
conditions for its application. In a similar vein, Simmons and Yu [26] controlled a
simple shift-reduce parser by storing example contexts consisting of the syntactic
categories of a xed number of stack and input bu er locations. New sentences
were parsed by matching the current parse state to the stored examples and
performing the action corresponding to the best matching previous context. Like
the statistical approaches mentioned above, these early control-rule acquisition
systems used pre-de ned feature-vector representations. Chill is the rst system
to use ILP techniques rather than less exible propositional approaches.
The input to Chill is a set of training instances consisting of sentences paired
with the desired parses. The output is a shift-reduce parser in Prolog which maps
sentences into parses. Figure 1 shows the basic components of the system.
Chill employs a simple deterministic, shift-reduce parser with the current
parse state represented by the content of the stack and the remaining portion of
the input bu er. Parsing operators are program clauses which take the current
stack and input bu er as input arguments and return a modi ed stack and buffer as outputs. During Parser Operator Generation, the training examples are
analyzed to extract all of the general operators which are required to produce
the analyses. For example, when producing case-role analyses, an operator to
reduce the top two items on the stack by attaching the second item as an agent of
the rst is represented by the clause op([Top,SecondjRest],In,[NewTopjRest],In)
:- reduce(Top,agt,Second,NewTop) where the arguments to op/4 are, in order,
the current stack, current input bu er, new stack, and new input bu er. The
reduce/4 predicate simply combines Top and Second using the role agt to produce the new structure for the top of the stack. In general, one such operator clause
is constructed for each attachment-role in the training examples. The resulting
parser is severely over-general, as the operators contain no conditions specifying
when they should be used; any operator may be applied to (virtually) any parse
state.
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Fig. 1. The Chill Architecture
In Example Analysis, the overly-general parser is used to parse the training
examples to extract contexts in which the various parsing operators should and
should not be employed. These contexts form sets of positive and negative control
examples from which the appropriate control rules can be subsequently induced.
A control example is a \snapshot" of the subgoal to which a particular operator
clause may be applied in the course of parsing an example. Examples of correct
operator applications are generated by nding the rst correct parsing of each
training pair with the overly-general parser; any subgoal to which an operator
is applied in this successful parse becomes a positive control example for that
operator.
For the agent operator shown above, the sentence \the man ate the pasta,"
would produce a single positive control example: op([ate,[man, det:the]],
[the,pasta], A, B). This is the only subgoal to which this operator is applied
in the correct parsing of the sentence. A and B are uninstantiated variables since
they are outputs from the op/4 clause and are not yet bound at the time the
clause is being applied. The sentence generates the following negative control
examples for this operator:
op([man,the],[ate,the,pasta],A,B)
op([the,[ate,agt:[man,det:the]]],[pasta],A,B)
op([pasta,the,[ate,agt:[man,det:the]]],[],A,B)
op([[pasta,det:the],[ate,agt:[man,det:the]]],[],A,B)

Note that there are additional parse states such as op([],

[the,man,ate,the,

which do not appear in this list. This is because the agent clause
of
requires that its rst argument be a list containing at least two items.
Since the clause cannot match these other subgoals, they will not be included as
negative examples.
The Control-Rule Induction phase uses a general rst-order induction algorithm to learn a control rule for each operator. This control rule comprises
a de nite-clause de nition that covers the positive control examples for the operator but not the negative. There is a growing body of research in inductive
logic programming which addresses this problem. Chill combines elements from
bottom-up techniques found in systems such as Cigol [19] and Golem [20] and
top-down methods from systems like Foil [25], and is able to invent new predicates in a manner analogous to Champ [9]. Details of the Chill induction
algorithm can be found in [28, 29, 27]. Given our simple example, a control rule
that might be learned for the agent operator is
pasta], A, B)
op/4

op([X,[Y,det:the]], [the|Z], A, B) :- animate(Y).
animate(man). animate(boy). animate(girl) ....

Here the system has invented a new predicate to help explain the parsing decisions. Of course, the new predicate would have a system generated name. It is
called \animate" here for clarity. This rule may be roughly interpreted as stating:
\the agent reduction applies when the stack contains two items, the second of
which is a completed noun phrase whose head is animate." The output of the
Control-Rule Induction phase is a suitable control-rule for each clause of op/4.
These control rules are then passed on to the Program Specialization phase.
The nal step, Program Specialization, \folds" the control information back
into the overly-general parser. A control rule is easily incorporated into the
overly-general program by unifying the head of an operator clause with the head
of the control rule for the clause and adding the induced conditions to the clause
body. The de nitions of any invented predicates are simply appended to the
program. Given the program clause:
op([Top,Second|Rest],In,[NewTop|Rest],In) :reduce(Top,agt,Second,NewTop).

and the control rule:
op([X,[Y,det:the]], [the|Z], A, B) :- animate(Y).
animate(man). animate(boy). animate(girl) ....

the resulting clause is
op([A,[B,det:the]],[the|C],[D],[the|C]) :animate(B), reduce(A,agt,[B,det:the],D).
animate(boy). animate(girl). animate(man)...

The nal parser is just the overly-general parser with each operator clause suitably constrained.

3 Chill vs. Naive ILP
3.1 Experimental Method
In Section 2.2, we noted that the naive application of ILP to parser acquisition
would be to induce a program directly from the examples of the parse/2 relation. The advantage gained by the control-rule framework can be assessed by
comparing Chill to the performance achieved by Chill's ILP component trying to learn the parse/2 relation directly. These two approaches were compared
using the standard machine learning paradigm of rst choosing a random set of
test examples and then learning and evaluating parsers using increasingly larger
subsets of the remaining examples.
Since the naive approach requires positive and negative examples of the
parse/2 concept, we employed a version of the induction algorithm which exploits the output-completeness assumption to learn in the context of implicit
negative examples [31, 18]. A complete discussion of this technique is beyond the
scope of this paper, but the intuition is straightforward. A developing program
is evaluated by using it to construct all possible parses that it can generate from
a given training sentence. Since all of the correct parses are supplied for each
sentence, any generated outputs which are not present in the training set are
considered to be negative examples. Likewise, outputs which are not complete
(i.e. contain uninstantiated variables) are considered to cover many negative examples, since there could be a large number of incorrect representations that they
could match.

3.2 Results for Case-Role Mapping
In one experiment, Chill and naive ILP were compared on an arti cial data
set for case-role mapping that has been used to demonstrate certain language
processing abilities of arti cial neural networks [16]. This task involves a corpus
of 1475 sentence/case-structure pairs originally presented in [15]. The corpus
was produced from a set of 19 sentence templates, generating sentences such as
\The HUMAN ate the FOOD with the UTENSIL", where the capitalized items
are replaced with words of the given category. The sample actually comprises
1390 unique sentences, some of which allow multiple analyses. Since our parser
is capable (through backtracking) of generating all legal parses for an input,
training was done considering each unique sentence as a single example, and
insuring that the training corpus contained all correct parses.
Our results re ect averages over ve trials using di erent testing sets of 740
sentences each. During testing, the parser was used to enumerate all analyses for
a given test sentence. Parsing of a sentence can fail in two ways: an incorrect
analysis may be generated, or a correct analysis may not be generated. In order
to account for both types of inaccuracy, a metric was introduced to calculate the
\average correctness" for a given test sentence as follows: Accuracy = ( PC + CA )=2
where P is the number of distinct analyses produced, C is the number of the
produced analyses which were correct, and A is the number of correct analyses

possible for the sentence. This measure can be viewed as an average of the parser's
precision and recall for a given sentence.
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Fig. 2. Chill vs. Naive ILP on Arti cial Case-role Task
Figure 2 shows the average learning curves of these two systems. Both are
able to learn this simple task very accurately, signi cantly outperforming the
previous neural network approaches [16]. The results show that the naive approach performs only slightly worse than Chill for small examples sets, and
becomes indistinguishable as the sample grows. Inspection of the resulting programs showed that the induction algorithm was fairly accurately recreating the
template-and- ller style of program which was used to generate this corpus. This
provides strong evidence of the power of the ILP induction algorithm for inducing programs from examples exhibiting regular structure. The next subsection
considers a more realistic task.

3.3 Parsing the Penn Tree-bank
Applying Chill: A second set of experiments was carried out using a portion of

the ATIS dataset from a preliminary version of the Penn Tree-bank (speci cally,
the sentences in the le ti tb)[14]. We chose this particular data because it
represents realistic input from human-computer interaction, and because it has
been used in a number of other studies on automated grammar acquisition [6, 23]
that can serve as a basis for comparison to Chill. The corpus contains 729
sentences with an average length of 10.3 words. The experiments reported here
were performed using \tagged" strings of lexical categories as input rather than
words.
The learning component of Chill remained exactly the same as in the caserole experiments except that the initial Parsing Operator Generator was mod-

i ed to produce operators appropriate for the syntactic analyses of the Penn
Tree-bank. As in case-role parsing, building an overly-general parser from a set
of training examples is accomplished by constructing clauses for the op predicate. For example, an operator to reduce a prepositional phrase might look like:
op([S1,S2|Ss], Words, [pp:[S2,S1]|Ss], Words).
Our initial experiments used this simple representation of parsing actions [30].
However, better results were obtained by making the operators more speci c,
e ectively increasing the number of operators, but reducing the complexity of
the control-rule induction task for each operator. The basic idea was to index
the operators based on some relevant portion of the parsing context. In these
experiments, the operators were indexed according to the syntactic category at the
front of the input bu er. As an example, the general \shift" operator op(Stack,
[Word|Words], [Word|Stack], Words) becomes multiple operators in slightly
di ering contexts such as:
op(Stack, [detjWs], [detjStack], Ws)
op(Stack, [npjWs], [npjStack], Ws)

The operators were placed in order of increasing frequency as indicated by the
training set. This allows the learning of control rules which take advantage of
\default" e ects where speci c exceptions are learned rst before control falls
through to the more generally applicable rules.

Results: Obviously, the most stringent measure of accuracy is the proportion of test sentences for which the produced parse tree exactly matches the
tree-banked parse for the sentence. Sometimes, however, a parse can be useful
even if it is not perfectly accurate; the tree-bank itself is not completely consistent
in the handling of various structures.
To better gauge the partial accuracy of the parser, we adopted a procedure
for returning and scoring partial parses. If the parser runs into a \dead-end"
while parsing a test sentence, the contents of the stack at the time of impasse is
returned as a single, at constituent labeled S. Since the parsing operators are
ordered and the shift operator is invariably the most frequently used operator in
the training set, shift serves as a sort of default when no reduction action applies.
Therefore, at the time of impasse, all of the words of the sentence will be on the
stack, and partial constituents will have been built. The contents of stack re ect
the partial progress of the parser in nding constituents.
Partial scoring of trees is computed by determining the extent of overlap
between the computed parse and the correct parse as recorded in the tree-bank.
Two constituents are said to match if they span exactly the same words in the
sentence. If constituents match and have the same label, then they are identical.
The overlap between the computed parse and the correct parse is computed by
trying to match each constituent of the computed parse with some constituent in
the correct parse. If an identical constituent is found, the score is 1.0, a matching
constituent with an incorrect label scores 0.5. The sum of the scores for all
constituents is the overlap score for the parse. The accuracy of the parse is then
Chill

O + O )=2 where O is the overlap score,
computed as Accuracy = ( Found
Correct
Found is the number of constituents in the computed parse, and Correct is
the number of constituents in the correct tree. The result is an average of the
proportion of the computed parse that is correct and the proportion of the correct
parse that was actually found.
Another accuracy measure, which has been used in evaluating systems that
bracket the input sentence into unlabeled constituents, is the proportion of constituents in the parse that do not cross any constituent boundaries in the correct
tree [2]. We have computed the number of sentences with parses containing no
crossing constituents, as well as the proportion of constituents which are noncrossing over all test sentences. This gives a basis of comparison with previous
bracketing results, although it should be emphasized that Chill is designed for
the harder task of actually producing labeled parses, and is not optimized for
bracketing.
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Fig. 3. Chill ATIS Results
The average learning curves over 5 trials using independent testing sets of 204
sentences are shown in Figure 3. Correct is the percentage of test sentences with
parses that matched the tree-banked parse exactly. Partial is partial correctness
using the overlap metric. 0-Cross is the proportion of test sentences having no
constituents that cross constituent boundaries in the correct parsing. Finally,
Consistent shows the overall percentage of constituents that are consistent with
the tree-bank (i.e. cross no constituents in the correct parse).
The results are very encouraging. After training on 525 sentences, Chill constructed completely correct parses for 41% of the novel testing sentences. Using
the partial scoring metric, Chill's parses garnered an average accuracy of over
84%. The gures for 0-cross and consistent compare very favorably with those

reported in studies of automated bracketing for the ATIS corpus. Brill (1993)
reports 60% and 91.12%, respectively. Chill scores higher on the percentage
of sentences with no crossing violations (64%) and slightly lower (90%) on the
total percentage of non-crossing constituents. This is understandable as Brill's
transformation learner tries to optimize the latter value, while Chill's preference
for sentence accuracy might tend to improve the former (since correctly parsed
sentences are consistent).
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Fig.4. Chill vs. Naive ILP on ATIS Corpus

Comparison: On this less-structured, real-world corpora, the advantage of the

control-rule framework over the naive approach becomes readily apparent. Figure 4 shows the results for the partial accuracy metric of the two systems in the
ATIS experiment. Here Chill has an overwhelming advantage, achieving 84%
accuracy compared to the 20% accuracy of induction with implicit negatives.
Clearly, providing the shift-reduce parsing framework signi cantly eases the task
of the inductive component.

4 An Application: Parsing Database Queries
The foregoing experiments demonstrate that ILP techniques as implemented in
Chill can produce results that are comparable to, or better than, previous empirical approaches for constructing syntactic parsers on certain corpora. One of
the shortcomings of these experiments is that the target representations were
either syntactic or relatively shallow semantic structures. Parsing to this level of
representation is only a small part of the larger problem of natural language understanding. Because of this, parsing systems are usually compared on the types

of arti cial metrics presented here. Unfortunately, it is not clear how well these
metrics translate to performance on actual language processing tasks.
As we argued in the introduction, one of the major attractions of an approach
based on rst-order learning is its exibility. The type of representation learned
by Chill is controlled only by the type of parsing operators employed. We have
already shown that changing the parsing operators allows Chill to learn parsers
for either case-role assignments or syntactic parse-trees. However, Chill is not
restricted to learning syntactic representations. In an e ort to assess the utility of
Chill in constructing a complete natural language application, a third operator
framework was devised that allows the parsing of logic-based database queries.
What is the capital of the state with the largest population?

answer(C, (capital(S,C), largest(P, (state(S), population(S,P))))).

What are the major cities in Kansas?

answer(C, (major(C), city(C), loc(C,S), equal(S,stateid(kansas)))).

Fig. 5. Sample Database Queries
In the db-query task, Chill is presented with a training set consisting of
sentences paired with executable database queries. Chill then learns a parser
which maps subsequent sentences directly into queries with no other intermediate representation. Experiments have been performed using a database on U.S.
geography. Figure 5 shows a sample of the type of queries employed. The data for
these experiments was gathered by asking uninformed subjects to generate sample
questions for the system. An analyst then paired the questions with approriate
queries to generate an experimental corpus. Experiments were then performed
by training on subsets of the corpus and evaluating the resulting parser on the
unseen examples. The parser was judged to have parsed a new sentence correctly
when the generated query produced exactly the same result as the query provided
by the analyst. Hence, the metric is a true measure of performance in a complete
database-query application.
Figure 6 shows the accuracy of Chill's parsers over a 10 trial average. The
line labeled \Geobase" shows the average accuracy of the Geobase system, a
natural-language front-end supplied as an example application with a commercial Prolog system (Turbo Prolog 2.0 [5]). The curves show that Chill outperforms the existing system when trained on 175 or more examples. In the best
trial, Chill's induced parser comprising 1100 lines of Prolog code achieved 84%
accuracy in answering novel queries.

5 Future Work
Obviously, there is room for improvement in the results reported here. Improving
the accuracy of the resulting parsers requires progress on two fronts. One way
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Fig. 6. Chill Accuracy on Database Query Domain
to improve accuracy is to use larger training sets. Making this practical requires
further improvements in the eciency of the induction algorithm. Another avenue to improvement is the incorporation of more language-speci c biases into
the induction process. The shift-reduce framework of the current system is a
rather weak bias compared to the types of restrictions which might be found in
a \principles and parameters" based approach. A tighter integration of linguistic
insights with ILP methods could probably create more ecient learning systems
for language tasks.
We are also investigating the extension of these methods to deal with a broader
range of NLP issues. On the lexical side, we are investigating new methods of
parsing operator generation. These operators will allow the creation of deeper
semantic representations that replace words with semantic tokens and infer information not explicitly given in the sentence. We also believe that ILP techniques
might be usefully applied in learning larger discourse structures and information
extraction tasks. We view Chill as a mere starting point in the investigation of
the usefulness of relational learning techniques for NLP in general.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have argued that ILP techniques o er a more exible approach
to learning in natural language systems than do feature-vector representations.
Experimental results with Chill show that ILP techniques perform as well or
better than propositional approaches on some comparable tasks. One of the major
attractions of ILP is the ease with which it may be integrated with traditional,
symbolic parsing methods. Indeed, the experiments demonstrate that the traditional shift-reduce framework used by Chill is fundamental to Chill's success
in learning realistic language processing tasks.
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